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I. Write the synonyms of:
1. Debate -

2. Surveyed -

5x1=5
3. Uninspiring -

4. Punya –

6. Complex X

7. Surprise X

5x1=5
8. Spoilt X

9. Endless X

11. Dealt -

12. Unlock -

29. Choose the right possessive pronoun:

Harish saw a ______ of wolves chasing a deer.
You made this picture. It is ______ (Ours / yours)
30. Choose the right relative pronoun:
The waiters _____ served us lunch was very nice. (Who / Which)

b) Why did the poet say that he was lucky?
4x2=8

15. Why did the poet blunder into quicksand?

31. Write the kind of pronoun:
The pen with the blue cap is mine.
Lexical Skill

16. How did Tom react to the arrival of Ben Rogers?

IX. Read the passage and answer the questions that follow:

17. Why could the grandmother not pursue her education?
18. How did the grandmother show her gratitude towards her grand
daughter?

3x1=3

The most beautiful humming birds are found in the West Indies and
South America. The crest of the tiny head of the bird shines like a sparkling
crown of coloured light. They are called humming birds because they make

19. Why and how did the narrator reward the grandmother?
20. Why did white washing seem painful to Tom? What did he really want
to do?
1x4=4

21. Write about the story of ‘Kashi Yatre’ appeared as a serial in the
Kannada weekly Karmaveera’
VII. Literature: Fill in the blanks:

27. Fill in the blank with appropriate abstract noun:

1x2=2

a) What does ‘elude’ mean?

VI. Answer in a paragraph:

This trunk is made of _________ (iron / irons)

28. Fill in the blank with right collective noun.

14. ‘I was lucky to elude them when they briefly looked away.’

V. Answer any four of the following questions:

______ is a big city in Maharashtra. (Pune / pune)

3x1=3
13. Cheerfulness –

IV. Annotation:

25. Choose the right option to complete the sentence: (Punctuation)

_______ is the best policy (Honest)

10. Goodness X
III. Frame sentences:

7x1=7

26. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence:

5. Multiplied –
II. Write the antonyms of:

VIII. Grammar: Do as directed:

6x½=3

22. The ____ was preoccupied with the traffic on the ____ during the day time.
23. The roof of the old car was piled with ____ and ____.
24. The Pret would jump ______ the throat and ruin the person’s _________.

a soft, humming noise by the rapid motion of their wings – a motion so
rapid that as they fly, you can hardly see that they have wings.
Questions:
32. Where are the humming birds found?
33. How does the crest of the bird shine?
34. Why are they called “Humming Birds”?

